DÜRR NEWS

Dürr trains customers' employees in using control systems for painting technology.

Trained employees ensure quality
India also has its Dürr training center
Chennai, April 2018 – The Indian automotive market is growing, and with it the demand for qualified staff.
Dürr offers its customers targeted training programs for their employees – a valuable contribution to
increasing the productivity and quality of production. The training center in Chennai, spread over an area of
more than 400 m², offers training in painting technology and is one of seven around the world.
The skilled team of trainers at Dürr India teaches participants about Dürr products and trains them in correct
operation and maintenance. Those attending the training sessions gain in-depth knowledge of both well-established
and new technologies such as the EcoRP L033 painting robot and its associated control systems.
In addition, participants learn about different products for paint application and sealing. The training center features
equipment such as automated rotary atomizers (EcoBell2 and EcoBell3), color changers (EcoLCC) and paint supply
systems as the electrical horizontal pump EcoPump HPE400 as well as dosing pumps and mobile spray guns
(EcoGun). Training is also available on robot teaching, exhaust-air purification technology, pretreatment, cathodic
dip-coating and drying processes.
Dürr also trains its own employees at this center, thus preparing them for their tasks at the customers” site.
Take a look at our video (Multimedia to this article on the right site) for more impressions of our training center in
Chennai.
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It is not only the control systems that must be properly managed and maintained. Trained employees are
fundamental in ensuring a high level of productivity.

Robots are taught to paint car bodies or components such as doors perfectly.
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Products from areas including paint application, pretreatment, drying and exhaust-air purification are presented in
Dürr India's training center.

The training center in Chennai has a modern and appealing design. A wall panel provides information on the
milestones in the company's history.
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Your contact: Chandrashekhar Kulkarni
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